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ABSTRACT
Inspired by the benefits of human prosocial behavior, we explore
whether prosocial behavior can be extended to a Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) context. More specifically, we study whether robots
can induce prosocial behavior in humans through a 1x2 betweensubjects user study (N = 30) in which a confederate abused a
robot. Through this study, we investigated whether the emotional
reactions of a group of bystander robots could motivate a human
to intervene in response to robot abuse. Our results show that
participants were more likely to prosocially intervene when the
bystander robots expressed sadness in response to the abuse as
opposed to when they ignored these events, despite participants
reporting similar perception of robot mistreatment and levels of
empathy for the abused robot. Our findings demonstrate possible
effects of group social influence through emotional cues by robots
in human-robot interaction. They reveal a need for further research
regarding human prosocial behavior within HRI.
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involved [33]. These positive outcomes prompt us to ask: Can we
leverage prosocial behavior in a human-robot interaction context?
Early studies show promising results. For instance, prior findings
suggest that emotional robot adaptation may induce prosocial human behavior towards robots in controlled settings [17, 26].
Yet, the development of human-robot systems that promote
prosocial behavior in real-world situations has been particularly
challenging. While robots are becoming more autonomous and
ubiquitous [19, 21, 49], humans have expressed hostility toward
robots, often resulting in damage. In Human-Robot Interaction
(HRI) research, it has been reported that people, particularly children, tend to mistreat robots in public spaces [8, 25, 31]. These
findings agree with numerous global news reports of robot abuse.
For instance, in Moscow, there were reports of a man beating a
guide robot with a baseball bat and kicking it to the ground, all
while the robot verbally begged for help [7]. Likewise, in San Francisco, people have stopped to kick food delivery robots on sidewalks
while they were transporting food to their destinations [21].

INTRODUCTION

Prosocial behavior – actions with some personal cost that help
others – fosters unselfishness and collaboration among the persons
∗ Denotes

(a.2)

Figure 1: A participant completes a collaborative activity
with a confederate and 3 robots. The yellow robot makes a
mistake and the confederate on the left shakes it forcefully
(a.1, a.2). In the Sad Response condition, the other robots react expressing sadness (b.1, b.2). Best viewed in digital form.
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Motivated by the dynamics of human bullying, such as group
compositions [42] and the role of bystanders [43, 44], we study robot abuse in a group collaboration context. We investigate whether
robots can employ social mechanisms to obtain group social influence and, in turn, prompt humans bystanders to take prosocial
action to help stop robot abuse. Can robots’ emotions transfer to
human partners? Would people act in response to robot abuse?
Our experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1. A confederate verbally
and physically abused a robot in front of participants during collaborative block-building tasks (Fig. 1a). In reacting to the abuses,
the bystander robots either did not respond or expressed sadness
toward the abused robot (Fig. 1b). We expected the latter robot
response to influence participants’ perception of robot mistreatment by the confederate, their empathy for the abused robot, and
their likelihood for prosocial intervention. Our findings reveal the
emergence of group social influence in HRI, robots’ potential to
induce prosociality, and a new, viable method to stop robot abuse.

injury or discomfort” [3]. When bullying occurs, a person can be
categorized as the victim, bully, assistant to the bully, reinforcer of
the bully, outsider, or defender of the victim [42]. The number of bystanders who actively defend a victim can positively impact victim
confidence and decrease the occurrence of bullying [42–44]. Our
motivation to employ bystander robots stems from prior research
on peer intervention in human-human bullying. Spontaneous peer
intervention is known to stop over half of bullying scenarios in
elementary schools [39] and reduce overall bully perpetration [15].

2.3

Abstractly, empathy reflects the “reactions of one individual to the
observed experiences of another” [11]. It can be measured through
four aspects: Perspective Taking, Fantasy, Emotional Concern, and
Personal Distress [11, 55]. There is a broad foundation of research
that supports robots’ ability to invoke empathetic reactions from
humans and produce their own empathy [27, 34, 39, 40]. Robots
can render empathy by responding to users’ affective states [28, 55]
and emulate empathy through mimicry [20, 36, 55]. Empathy is
important in various application areas in HRI, including child education [2] and health [35]. We explore whether robots can leverage
empathy to induce greater human awareness of robot abuse.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Robot Abuse in HRI
In this work, we employ the definition of robot abuse used by Brscić
et. al [8]: “Persistent offensive action, either verbal or non-verbal, or
physical violence that violates the robot’s role or its human-like (or
animal-like) nature.” For instance, abuse can involve obstructing
the path of a mobile robot [46], using aggressive language [31], and
inciting physical harm through punching, kicking, or slapping [46].
Abusive behavior toward robots has been observed in public
spaces [8, 31, 46]. Based on observer interpretation, such behavior
is often prefaced by an initial desire to learn about the robot through
pressing buttons and blocking sensors to test robot behavior. This
exploratory phase is then followed by more aggressive action.
Despite lacking explicit intent to hurt robots, many children have
self-reported reasons for robot abuse such as curiosity, enjoyment,
or peer pressure [31]. Moreover, research has shown that people
are generally more willing to inflict pain and injury onto a robot
than onto a fellow human being [5, 6]. Regardless of where robots
are deployed, robot abuse presents a serious threat to successful
robot functionality, prosocial cooperation, and user safety [33, 46].
Recent work has investigated methods for mitigating robot abuse.
For example, the perceived intelligence of a robot [24], its size
[30], and the dominant color of the light it emits [50] can affect
the likelihood of users mistreating it. Another work suggests that
verbal prompting is not adequate for robots to convince children
to stop abusive behavior, and suggests that robots should predict
and escape from potentially abusive situations [8].
Close related work found that a robot’s reaction to abuse can
influence human perception of robot mistreatment [54]. However,
robot reactions were insufficient to induce human bystanders to
intervene to stop abuse. As multi-robot teams are becoming more
pervasive in public areas [1, 16], we sought to leverage the social
presence of multiple robots to induce such abuse interventions. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore this strategy.

2.2

Empathy in HRI

2.4

Social Contagion in HRI

Robots are known to be perceived differently depending on whether
they act in groups or individually [13, 14]. They can also use their
perceived status as complex social and moral agents to mediate
interpersonal conflicts and influence group dynamics in the context
of HRI [23]. For example, robots can successfully mediate children’s
interpersonal conflicts by finding conflict onsets [47], increase conflict awareness in order to help suppress team issues [22], and
promote collaboration between children [52]. Similarly, the ability
to influence people has been documented for both individual robots
[10] and robot groups [45]. However, certain group robot behaviors, such as simple verbal synchronization, may not be sufficient to
significantly influence human decision-making [6, 48]. We extend
this line of research by investigating whether bystander robots can
socially influence humans such that they defend an abused robot.

3

METHOD

We conducted an experiment to study how people respond to a
robot being abused by another person in the context of group
human-robot interaction. The protocol was approved by our local
Institutional Review Board and refined through pilot studies.

3.1

Study Design & Hypotheses

In the study, a confederate and a participant engaged in a collaborative task along with three robots that guided them throughout
the activity. However, one of the robots made mistakes periodically,
which prompted the confederate to mistreat the robot (Fig. 1). We
studied participants’ responses to these events.
We designed the experiment with a 1×2 between-subjects design,
with the sole variable Bystander Robot Response. The two conditions
were enacted by the two robots that were not abused by the confederate, hereafter referred to as the bystander robots. More precisely,
the experimental conditions were:

Human Aggression & Bullying

In psychology, bullying is defined as “a form of aggressive behavior
in which someone intentionally and repeatedly causes another person
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(a)

No Response. The bystander robots did not react to the other robot
being abused by the confederate. This was our control condition.
Sad Response. The bystander robots turned toward the abused
robot and expressed sadness in response to the abuse.
We expected the Sad Response condition to affect how people
perceived and responded to the mistreatment in comparison to the
control condition in which the bystander robots did not react. More
specifically, we hypothesized that:
H1. The Sad Response condition would increase the perception of
robot mistreatment in comparison to the No Response condition.

Kinect

Television

Camera
Blocks Area
Confederate Chair

Participant Chair
Building Area
Camera

(b)

H2. The Sad Response condition would induce more empathy for
the abused robot in comparison to the No Response condition.
H3. The Sad Response condition would lead to more prosocial
intervention from participants than the No Response condition.
H1 was inspired by prior work in which different robot responses
influenced the perception of robot abuse [54]. However, we did
not vary the response of the abused robot; instead, we varied the
response of the bystander robots. Our goal was to leverage group
social influence through the Sad Response condition to induce
participants to perceive the abuse as a negative event, rather than
an ordinary and adequate act towards a robot given that it made
mistakes in the collaborative context. Our second hypothesis (H2)
focused on how the conditions would affect perception of the abused
robot. In particular, we expected empathy to be a potential source
of motivation for participant interventions. Lastly, we hypothesized
that the Sad Response could induce more interventions to help the
abused robot (H3). For example, the participants might move the
robot right before it made another mistake or tell the confederate
directly not to abuse it.

3.2

Figure 2: Main elements in our experimental setup (a) and table mat (b). The yellow mat demarcated the workspace area
(“Blocks Area” + “Build Area”) in which the robots operated.
Each colored circle in the “Blocks Area” corresponded to a
pile of blocks. The other landmarks in the “Building Area”
were for the tree, fort, and pool. See the text for more details.
study. He pretended not to know anything about the activity and
was treated like another participant by the experimenter. During the
collaborative task, he followed a script and controlled the content
shown on the TV using a wired clicker, as explained next.

3.3

Procedure

Figure 3 summarizes the experiment sequence. The participant and
the confederate consented to participate in the research and completed a demographics survey. The experimenter then distributed
the Ten Item Personality Measure (TIPI) survey [18], walked them
to the experiment room (Fig. 2) and introduced them to the yellow,
green, and blue robots. For the task itself, all the robots had similar
roles. Unbeknownst to the participant, the confederate would abuse
the yellow robot alone throughout the experiment.
The experimenter explained the building tasks and remained in
the room for the first building step to ensure that the participant
understood the procedure. The experimenter then waited outside
the room until the building tasks were complete, which took approximately 20 minutes. At that point, the confederate called the experimenter back into the room, and the experimenter administered
a post-task survey. This survey was completed by the participant
and confederate on different sides of the room. Finally, the participant was debriefed about the confederate, as well as our interest in
studying prosocial human behavior and robot abuse in the context
of group HRI. The participant was then shown that the abused
robot was not broken and was compensated $10 for his or her time.

Setup

The experiment was conducted in a small laboratory room on a
university campus in the United States. The room contained a
table with a mat cover that indicated the main workspace area for
collaboration (Fig. 2). The robots moved on the table, while the
participant and the confederate were seated on each side. From
their positions, they were able to view a television mounted on the
wall towards the end of the table. The TV was used for providing
visual instructions for the collaborative task.
The table had a metal frame attached to it, which held sensors
for recording the study and recognizing changes in the state of the
interaction. The sensors included two cameras towards each end
of the table and a Kinect 2 sensor roughly centered on top of the
workspace area. The Kinect view was used for localizing the robots.
We used Cozmo robots by Anki, Inc. for the experiment (Fig.
1). Cozmo is a programmable toy robot with an actuated lift. It
can express emotions, utter non-linguistic phrases, move through
confined spaces, and sense changes in pose through an internal
accelerometer. Parts of each robot were covered in colored tape
such that they could be easily identified. Furthermore, each of the
robots was fitted with an AprilTag marker [32] for localization on
the experiment table and was controlled by a nearby computer
running the Robot Operating System (ROS) [37].
The confederate was a young male, 22 years old and 1.75m tall.
He had acting experience prior to serving as the confederate in the

3.3.1 Building Tasks. The participant and the confederate were
instructed to build three different structures during the study. First,
they needed to build a tree in 6 steps. This task was moderately
difficult in comparison to building the other structures. Then, they
had to build a fort in 14 steps. This was highly difficult, involving
careful placement of the pieces to ensure structural stability. Finally,
they had to build a simple swimming pool in just 5 steps.
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Figure 3: Experiment timeline. The top row images show the four abuses (captured by the camera near the room TV, Fig. 2).
The row below shows example slides from the instruction manual that was displayed on the TV for the block-building tasks.
Before leaving the experiment room, the experimenter explained
to the participant and the confederate that they would build the
structures following a Lego-style visual instruction manual. The
manual was organized as a slide deck and displayed on the TV
screen through a nearby computer. The slides were controlled with
a wired clicker which the experimenter handed to the confederate,
who was purposefully seated closer to the computer. Example slides
are shown in the second row of images in Figure 3.
The experimenter told the participant and the confederate to
wait for the robots to make suggestions before completing a given
building step. These suggestions were given by the robots through
moving and orienting toward a specific colored pile, as well as
by moving their lifts. According to the experimenter, waiting was
important because the researchers were testing machine learning
techniques for the robots to detect and suggest colored pieces for
the building tasks. In reality, though, this was simply an excuse for
the robots to be involved in the collaborative activity.
The manner in which collaboration unfolded during the study
depended upon each individual participant. In general, the confederate tried to speak as infrequently as possible during the building
tasks to reduce potential confounding effects.

The abuses were detected automatically by identifying significant changes in the head position, orientation, and acceleration of
the yellow robot. Upon detecting an abuse, the yellow robot reacted
by displaying a sad face and shutting down for 10 seconds. This type
of reaction can lead to increased perception of robot mistreatment
in comparison to no reaction or more emotional responses [54].
In the No Response condition, the bystander robots ignored the
abuse events described above. However, in the Sad Response condition, they turned toward the yellow robot and expressed sadness
using preset animations provided by the robots’ SDK. These animations were highly anthropomorphic, involving audio and facial
displays.1 After the bystander robots’ reaction to the first abuse,
the confederate said “They look sad for him” in a confused manner
to help contextualize the robots’ non-linguistic utterances [38].

3.4

Dependent Measures

Our analyses include both subjective and objective measures based
on survey responses and the recorded video data.
3.4.1 Perceived Mistreatment. The post-task survey defined mistreatment as “physical behavior that is meant to insult, or belittle
another.” It asked to rate whether the participants thought that the
yellow robot was mistreated on a 7-point Likert responding format,
from “Not at all” (1) to “Very Much” (7), and to explain the answer
in a few lines of text. These answers served to evaluate H1.

3.3.2 Abuses. There were 4 instances of abuse by the confederate
(top row of Figure 3), each following mistakes by the yellow robot:
Abuse 1. The robot suggested a blue block for the tree task when
the 6th building step required only a green block. The confederate expressed “It’s just being stupid” and pushed the robot’s head
downward after the wrong suggestion.
Abuse 2. In step 4 of the fort task, the robot navigated into the pile
of white blocks and pushed a couple of pieces off the confederate’s
side of the table. As a result, the confederate said “Stupid thing” and
shook the robot repeatedly.
Abuse 3. In step 11 of the fort task, the robot made the same mistake
as in step 4. In this case, the confederate forced up the robot’s lift
repeatedly and expressed “Stop coming over here!”
Abuse 4. In step 2 of the pool task, the robot navigated into the
blue pile and pushed blue blocks off the table. In response, the
confederate threw the robot forcefully onto the workspace area.

3.4.2 Emotional Connection. In relation to our second hypothesis
(H2), the post-task survey included items to measure distress and
emotional concern: “During the collaborative task, I was comfortable
with how the other participant treated the robots;” “When I saw how
the other participant treated the yellow robot, I felt sad;” “I found it
difficult to empathize with the yellow robot;” and “I felt protective of
the yellow robot.” The last two questions were inspired by Davis
[11]. They were all answered on a 7-point Likert responding format.
1 The

specific animation used after an abuse event was chosen randomly
from the set: “anim_speedtap_playerno_01”, “anim_rtpkeepaway_playerno_02”,
“anim_rtpkeepaway_playerno_03”, “anim_keepaway_losegame_02”. This made the
robots’ responses seem less repetitive than using an unique sad animation.
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We also analyzed participants’ facial expressions as captured by
the RGB camera near the TV in the experiment room. The analysis
was done automatically using OpenFace2 [4], an open-source image
processing tool for facial analysis. In particular, we first conducted
qualitative analysis of changes in the 18 facial Action Units (AU)
[12] computed by OpenFace after abuses, using visualizations such
as time series plots and signal overlays over video recordings. But
only a subset of AUs appeared to change due to abuses, prompting
further quantitative analysis. This subset included:

picking up the robot given that this type of helping action was
very common for multiple reasons in close, related work [54].
– Other Verbal Interventions: Events in which participants said
something that could be interpreted either as a negative reaction
to the robot abuse or empathy towards the yellow robot after an
abuse, but did not directly question the actions of the confederate
(e.g. “ouch,” “the robot looks sad,” etc.). These annotations included
reassuring comments toward the robot(s), such as “thanks for your
help guys” or “it’s OK yellow.”

– “Cheek Raiser” (AU6), which typically contributes to happiness;
– “Lip Corner Puller” (AU12), which often contributes to happiness
and contempt; and
– “Dimpler” (AU14), which often contributes to boredom, or contempt when the action appears unilateral.

Initially, two annotators each labeled intervention-related events
in 18 sessions, balanced by condition and including 6 overlap sessions that were labeled by both. The first overlap session was used
for calibration and the rest were used for computing reliability. For
the verbal interventions, we first transcribed all relevant utterances
and then the annotators labeled them as a Direct Stop, a reassurance
comment towards the robot, or other comment in relation to an
abuse (N=7; Cohen’s Kappa κ = 1). For the physical interventions
in the overlap sessions, 3 out of 4 annotated events matched each
other with an Intersection over Union score [29] greater than 0.5.
The annotations that matched in time had the exact same labels
(κ = 1); the only mismatch was an interaction that was split into
two annotations by one person but grouped together into a single
annotation by the other. The annotations for how the participants
responded to the confederate throwing the robot in the overlap
sessions all matched each other and had perfect reliability.
Once the above annotations were completed, two other annotators independently classified the diverse set of other verbal comments into Social Pressure and Other comments (N=23, κ = 0.89).
There was a single mismatch in their labels, but this event was
considered Social Pressure after a second round of data inspection.

The action unit predictions by OpenFace were in the [0, 5] interval, with 0 representing no activation and 5 being maximum
intensity. For our analyses, we aggregated the predicted AU values by computing the mean intensity for each action unit over a
1 second time window after each of the predefined abuse events.
Aligned with prior work that uses OpenFace for feature extraction
[41], OpenFace was able to extract relevant action unit predictions
for 90% of all 1 second time windows.
3.4.3 Participant Interventions. To verify H3, we annotated study
videos for participant responses to robot abuse using ELAN [56].
Strong Interventions. We first focused on annotating intervention events that either prevented further abuses from happening
or generated social pressure in a way that directly questioned the
confederate’s actions. In particular, we considered the following
verbal and non-verbal interventions:
– Interruptions to the Abuse Script: Physical events in which the
participant moved the yellow robot to prevent it from making a
mistake, thus preventing the confederate from abusing it according to the experiment script. These events included actions taken
to safeguard the robot in which the participant covered the robot
and did not let it move around the workspace area.
– Direct Stop: Any event in which the participant told the confederate to stop explicitly (e.g. saying “you should stop,” “don’t do
that,” or “noooo” either to stop an abuse or in reaction to it).
– Social Pressure: Events that were not Direct Stop requests in
which the participant said something to the confederate that put
him in conflict about continuing the abuses. These comments
could be statements of judgement, comments that could be read
as indirect social pressure, or indications that the confederate
should take another action. Two examples were “You hurt its
feelings” and “Wait, did they tell us to shake it?”

3.4.4 Perception of Own Intervention. Survey questions related to
participants’ interventions included: “Did you intervene when the
other participant interacted with the robots during the collaborative
task?” (Yes/No answer), “If Yes, how did you intervene? (open-ended
answer), and “If Yes, why did you intervene? If No, why didn’t you
intervene?” (open-ended answer). Likewise, the survey asked the
participants whether they picked up the robot after it was turned
over by the other participant (last abuse) and why they did so.

3.5

Participants

We had a total of 15 participants per condition. This number of
participants was motivated by the local standard set by similar
studies [9, 54] and was influenced by technical difficulties that
we had, especially at the beginning of the study, with controlling
the robots’ through their SDK. Participants were recruited using
flyers and word of mouth in New Haven, CT, and were required to
be at least 18 years of age, fluent in English, and have normal or
corrected-to-normal hearing and vision. Table 1 details the number
of participants by gender and age. Twenty-two participants reported
spending their childhood in the United States, of whom thirteen
experienced the No Response condition. The other two participants
in the control indicated spending their childhood in China and
Trinidad and Tobago. Meanwhile, the Sad Response condition had
six participants that grew up in North America, Europe, Africa, and
Oceania. No participant knew the confederate before the study.

Weak Interventions. We also annotated events that could be interpreted as a weaker form of intervention, potentially providing
evidence for an emotional connection with the abused robot (H2).
– Physical Interaction: Situations in which participants touched the
yellow robot in relation to an abuse (e.g., to comfort it) or moved
it, but did not prevent a pre-planned mistake that led to an abuse.
Additionally, we annotated cases in which the participants picked
up the robot after being thrown by the confederate in Abuse 4.
However, we did not expect a difference among conditions for
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Table 1: Participant demographics. “N”, “#M”, and “#F” is
number of participants, males, and females, respectively.
Condition
No Response
Sad Response
All

N
15
15
30

#M
9
8
17

#F
6
7
13

Avg. Age (SD)
33.67 (15.68)
25.87 (13.52)
29.77 (14.92)

Most participants reported using computers daily (M = 6.4, SD =
1.22) and being somewhat unfamiliar with robots (M = 3.1, SD =
1.65) on 7-point Likert responding formats (1 being lowest). Two
participants in the No Response condition knew about Cozmo and
only one of them had played with the robot before the study.

3.6

Figure 4: Number of strong interventions (left) and participants who did a strong intervention at least once (right). The
symbol * indicates p < 0.05.

Manipulation Check

We used questions in 7-point Likert responding format (1 being
lowest) from the post-task survey to check our manipulation. The
participants in the Sad Response condition (M = 6.67, SE = 0.532)
thought that the blue and green robots empathized with the yellow
robot significantly more than those in the No Response condition
(M = 2.73, SE = 0.441), t(28) = 5.6924, p < 0.001. Further, participants
in the Sad Response condition (M = 3.07, SE = 0.473) thought that
the blue and green robots protected the yellow robot significantly
more than those in the control (M = 1.73, SE = 0.371), t(28) = 2.2183,
p = 0.035. In contrast, participants in the No Response condition (M
= 5.07, SE = 0.605) thought that the blue and green robots ignored
the yellow robot significantly more than those in the Sad Response
condition (M = 2.73, SE = 0.463), t(28) = 3.063, p = 0.005.
The post-task survey also asked the participants to identify the
emotions displayed by the robots during the experiment. Fisher’s
Exact Tests showed that a significantly larger proportion of the
participants noticed sad emotions from the blue and green robots
in the Sad Response condition than in the control, p < 0.01. Additionally, there was no significant difference in the proportion of
participants who noticed happy or sad emotions from the yellow
robot between conditions. Together, these findings suggest that our
manipulation was effectively perceived in the study.

4

Figure 5: Number of participants who did a strong intervention at least once, broken down by intervention type.
(Count = 3), as determined with a binomial regression. This shows
that it was not simply the case that a few participants intervened
multiple times to drive the effect (Fig. 4).
We then tested if any single type of strong intervention was driving the difference across conditions (Fig. 5). There was no significant
difference between the Sad Response and No Response conditions
for the Direct Stop (Sad Response Count = 4, No Response Count = 0,
Estimate = 18.55, SE = 2776.67, z = 0.007, p = 0.995), Interrupt
(Sad Response Count = 2, No Response Count = 1, Estimate = 0.76,
SE = 1.28, z = 0.59, p = 0.550), nor Social Pressure interventions
(Sad Response Count = 5, No Response Count = 2, Estimate = 1.17,
SE = 0.93, z = 1.25, p = 0.208). Note that when breaking down by
intervention type, each participant performed each intervention
type at most once. Overall, these findings support Hypothesis 3.

RESULTS

We present our results based on the measures described in Sec. 3.4.
Unless otherwise noted, we performed unpaired t-tests considering
Condition (No Response, and Sad Response) as the main effect.

4.1

Bystander Interventions

The paragraphs below and Fig. 4, 5, and 6 describe participants’
interventions against robot abuse based on the video annotations.
Strong Interventions. We aggregated the counts of all the strong
interventions described in Sec. 3.4.3 to test if the Condition had an
effect on performing any type of strong intervention. A Poisson regression revealed that there were significantly more strong interventions in the Sad Response condition (Count = 11, Estimate = 1.29,
SE = 0.65, z = 1.9, p = 0.046) than in No Response (Count = 3).
Additionally, even when only counting the number of participants
who strongly intervened at least once, significantly more participants in the Sad condition (Count = 9, Estimate = 1.79, SE =
0.8333, z = 2.150, p = 0.031) intervened compared to the control

Weak Interventions. Again, we first aggregated the counts of all
the weak interventions described in Sec. 3.4.3. A Poisson regression
revealed that there were significantly more weak interventions with
Sad Response (Count = 26, Estimate = 0.95, SE = 0.37, z = 2.56,
p = 0.010) than with No Response (Count = 10). However, there
was no significant difference between the number of participants
who weakly intervened at least once in the Sad Response condition
(Count = 11, Estimate = 1.14, SE = 0.78, z = 1.46, p = 0.142) and
in the control (Count = 7). In this case, the interventions by a few
participants drove the effect (Fig. 6).
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The Cronbach’s α amongst the three highly correlated measures
was 0.82. However, when grouping all 4 empathy items together,
Cronbach’s α was 0.59, below the nominal 0.7 threshold. Furthermore, a PCA revealed that using two separate scales accounted for
over 90% of the variance. Based on this, we averaged those three
measures into a combined score before analysis, and we analyzed
“I found it difficult to empathize with the yellow robot” separately.
Note that there were no significant personality differences along
the big five personality traits between conditions.
For the combined emotional measure, there was no significant difference between participants in the Sad Response (M = 5.49, SE =
0.34) and No Response (M = 5.13, SE = 0.48) conditions, p = 0.552.
For difficulty to empathize with the abused robot, there was also
no significant difference between responses in the Sad Response
(M = 5.6, SE = 0.38) and No Response (M = 5.8, SE = 0.40) conditions, p = 0.720. These findings do not support Hypothesis 2.

Figure 6: Number of all weak interventions (left) and number of participants who did a weak intervention at least once
(right). The symbol * indicates p < 0.05.
Notably, the confederate did not perform the 4th abuse (throwing
the robot) for 5/15 of participants in the Sad condition and for 1/15
of participants in the control, as those participants either prevented
the last robot mistake or directly intervened in the eyes of the
confederate before the robot had to be thrown according to the
script. When the robot was thrown, it first landed right-side up for
3/10 participants in the Sad condition, after which the confederate
put the robot upside down so that these participants still had the
chance to place the robot back upright. For 1/14 participants in the
control, the robot landed right-side up after being thrown, after
which the robot was not placed upside down. Thus, this participant
did not have the chance to place the robot back upright. Out of the
participants with the opportunity to place the robot upright (10
in Sad Response and 13 in the No Response condition), there was
no significant difference across conditions for how many people
actually did so. A total of 10/10 participants flipped the robot back
up in the Sad condition, while 12/13 did so with No Response.

4.2

4.4

Perceived Mistreatment

In general, participants thought that the yellow robot was mistreated by the confederate (M = 5.46, SE = 0.35). There was no
significant difference in perception of mistreatment between the Sad
Response (M = 6.00, SE = 0.31) and No Response (M = 4.93, SE =
0.61) conditions, t(20.667) = 1.5541, p = 0.135. When splitting the
participants based on the 4th abuse occurrence, there was no significant difference in perceived robot mistreatment (p = 0.37). Further,
adding the 4th abuse as a factor along with experiment condition
in an ANOVA resulted in no significant differences on perceived
mistreatment (p = 0.11). The results do not support Hypothesis 1.

4.3

Facial Reactions

We conducted REML analyses on the action units 6, 12, and 14, as
described in Sec. 3.4.2. The analyses included Condition and Abuse
Number (1 through 4) as main effects, and Participant as random
effect. Post-hoc t-tests or Tukey HSD tests were then conducted
when appropriate for Condition and Abuse, respectively.
The REML analysis on AU14 revealed significant differences for
Condition, F (1, 25.89) = 9.228, p = 0.005. As shown in Fig. 7, the
post-hoc test on Condition showed significantly more intensity for
AU14 with the Sad Response (M = 1.55, SE = 0.12) than with the
No Response condition (M = 0.90, SE = 0.10).
AU12 violated the normality assumption for the residuals. Because the data was heavily biased towards zero, we applied a log
transform (f (x) = log(x + 1)) and conducted the REML analysis
again. The residuals did not violate the normality assumption anymore, and the test resulted in significant differences for the Abuse
Number, F (3, 72.43) = 4.666, p = 0.005. The post-hoc test suggested that the log-transformed values for AU12 were significantly
lower for the first abuse (M = 0.42, SE = 0.07) than for the second (M = 0.68, SE = 0.07) and third abuse (M = 0.64, SE = 0.09).
However, transforming these values back to their original scale
resulted in differences smaller than 0.5 points in the AU intensity
scale. Thus, we believe that the differences lack functional meaning.
REML analysis on AU6 revealed significant results for Abuse
Number only, F (3, 72.81) = 6.136, p < 0.001. The post-hoc test
showed that AU6 was significantly lower for the first abuse (M =
0.62, SE = 0.09) than for the second (M = 0.76, SE = 0.06) and
third (M = 0.77, SE = 0.07) abuse. However, these differences were
very small, raising questions again about their functional meaning.

Emotional Connection

We evaluated the emotional connection factors described in Sec.
3.4.2. We first checked the pairwise correlations between the four
post-task survey items that we deemed relevant to group factors
before analysis. The pairwise correlations between “During the
collaborative task, I was comfortable with how the other participant
treated the robots” (reverse coded), “When I saw how the other participant treated the yellow robot, I felt sad,” and “I felt protective of the
yellow robot” were positive (> 0.57) and significant, p < 0.05. The
correlations of “I found it difficult to empathize with the yellow robot”
(reverse coded) with the other three factors were not significant.

4.5

Perceived Intervention

Overall, 11/30 of participants reported that they intervened against
the robot abuse. A Fisher’s Exact test showed that significantly
more participants in the Sad Response condition (9/15) felt that
they intervened than participants in the No Response condition
(2/15), p = 0.02. Of the participants who reported intervening,
three (one in No Response, and two in Sad) said they took action by
confronting the confederate. For example, one participant wrote,
“I told him not to break it, as he was forcefully moving parts of the
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More research is needed to verify the efficacy of image processing
for analyzing bystanders’ reactions as such automatic analysis is
being actively researched. Also, future work could study whether
facial expressions result from the mistreatment or social influence.
Finally, we found significant results for H3. The Sad Response
condition increased both strong and weak interventions in response
to the abuse by the confederate. This result reveals the potential for
leveraging prosocial behavior in group human-robot interaction.
An important question that is left unanswered is why the interventions happened. One potential explanation is that the Sad
condition shifted participants’ perception of the confederate from
ingroup to outgroup [53]. Even though the task was collaborative, participants may have wanted to distance themselves from
the confederate since the abuses did not contribute to group task
completion. This effect may have been more pronounced in the
Sad condition because the participants had more motivation to see
themselves as with the robots and not the confederate. Another
potential reason is that the non-response of the bystander robots
in the control condition may have led participants to refrain from
intervening due to “conformity by omission” [51]. Finally, although
there was no clear empathy effect, sad responses may have induced
participant empathy subconsciously. Future work should further
explore potential underlying mechanisms of group social influence.

Figure 7: Intensity of facial action units by Robot Bystander
Intervention. Error bars are SE and ** indicates p < 0.01.
yellow robot.” Six of the participants (two in No Response, and four
in Sad) reported intervening by picking up the robot when it was
on its side, as one participant reported: “The other participant at
one point knocked over the yellow robot so that it couldn’t move and I
put it back right-side up.” The remaining participants had unclear
answers as to how they felt they intervened against the robot abuse.

4.6

Rationale for (Not) Intervening

Of those who did not intervene, six participants (four No Response,
two Sad) did not deem intervention necessary because they thought
that the robots did not have feelings or that the abuse would not
break the yellow robot. Five (three No Response, two Sad) wrote
in the post-task survey that they did not intervene because they
felt shy, scared, or uncomfortable with confronting the confederate.
Two (both No Response) did not stop the confederate because they
were afraid that the intervention might affect the task.
Of those participants who reported stopping the abuse, three
(one No Response, three Sad) did so because the robot needed to
function for task completion. Two participants (both Sad) stopped
the confederate because the abused robot was sad, and two participants (both also Sad) did so because they were afraid the robot
would break. One participant in the Sad Response condition reported they stopped the abuse because of the other robots: “The
robots were cute and trying to help, so the other participants’ movement of them seemed uncalled for and I did not want us to anger the
other robots.” The remaining participants had other unclear reasons.

5

5.1

Limitations

Our work has limitations that highlight more avenues for future
research. First, the bystander robots always expressed sad emotions
in the experimental condition. It would be interesting, though, to
analyze how other emotions, such as anger or fear, affect group
interactions. A second limitation is the laboratory setting. Would
prosocial behavior emerge in the wild as well? Third, the confederate’s personal characteristics (soft voice, male, 22 years old, and
1.75m tall) may have influenced the results of the experiment. Future work should explore the effect of different confederates. Lastly,
future work could vary the amount of robots being abused, the
amount of confederates present, the size of the bystander robot
group, and the types of robots. These are all factors that were fixed
in our study which could potentially affect group social influence.

6

CONCLUSION

We explored group social influence in HRI. Our main interest was
investigating the extent to which robots could influence a human
in their group to act upon robot abuse, i.e., we wanted to see if
group robot behavior could induce prosocial human responses. To
the best of our knowledge, our findings provide the first set of
evidence suggesting that such an effect is possible. Participants
in our study intervened more often when robots in their group
expressed sadness after the abuse of another robot, as opposed to
when they ignored these events. As such, our work provides a new
solution for robots to deal with user mistreatment. This solution
could reduce the chances of robots breaking after abuse and, in
turn, reduce safety threats to abusers due to robot malfunctioning.

DISCUSSION

H1 was not supported. Even though the participants thought that
the yellow robot was mistreated by the confederate, there was
no significant difference between conditions regarding perceived
mistreatment. This finding could be a result of clear robot abuse in
our experiment, which left little room for subjective interpretation.
We did not find clear support for H2. The surveys revealed no
significant difference between conditions in participants’ emotional
connection with the abused robot. However, image processing led
to significant differences across conditions when comparing facial
muscle activations after abuses. This could suggest that participants
developed a stronger emotional connection with the abused robot
in the Sad Response condition. It could also be that the bystander
robots transferred their emotions to the participants. Yet, the intensity of AUs was low, potentially indicating no functional differences.

7
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